Abstract. -On the basis of the q-dependent coupling interactions between the proton pseudo-spin mode and the lattice phonon mode we could explain qualitatively the observation that the ferroelectric transition temperature of the KDP crystal was lowered as the ADP impurity concentration in the crystal was increased.
1. Introduction -Impurity effects on the dynamical aspects of the phase transition (1, 2) The in KDP type crystals have been a great concern of many research workers. local soft-modes of the clusters around impurities are known to have a higher (3, 4) softening temperature T' well above T of the crystal soft-mode.
When the impurity dependent cluster concentration or the temperature dependent cluster size increases to the extent that the nearest neighbor clusters begin to interact, the local soft-modes of the clusters will be correlated in phase to turn into the extended soft-mode of the crystal, and thereby a possible raising of the softening temperature as impurity concentration is increased.
However, we observed from the dielectric constant measurements that T was lowered by 2.9 K when ADP impurities were doped into KIP crystal by 0.13% (Pig. 2 ) . 
